
Intellectual Freedom Advisory Panel Meeting 
Friday, June 18, 12:30 pm 

Hellas, Millersville 
 

Present: Mou Chakraborty, Steve LaBash, Monica McAbee, Gaylord Robb, Margie Rhoden, 
Mary Somers (IF Officer) 
 
Round Robin. Informal discussion included quotes about censorship and “community 
standards” in VOYA, a description of SLRC’s presentation on intellectual freedom basics, 
discussion of privacy policies, and the Patriot Act Song supplied to Mary by Pat (were we 
supposed to sing it at lunch??). 
 
Minutes of March 2010 were approved.  
 
Preconference Privacy 101 wrap-up.  Monica noted the highlights of the evaluations summary. 
Although some participants (and one speaker) didn’t like holding questions until the end, it 
WORKED. No one was able to sidetrack the speaker’s presentations. The Q&A session itself 
was very popular. 
 
Jamaican dinner opportunity.  The following people are signed up for Glennor’s home-cooked 
feast (from the Silent Auction): Mary, Monica, April & Dave, and Pat. If anyone else wants to 
join us, let Mary know soon. 
 
Meeting day discussion. Fridays are hard for public librarians but great for academics. 
Thursdays are terrible for academics. In order to accommodate more of our public library IFAP 
members, we will try alternating our meetings between a Friday and another day of the week. 
Mary will solicit suggestions via email.   
 
Program ideas.  Most likely we won’t do a standalone program, unless an IFAP member 
volunteers to plan one. For Conference ideas, we have: 

• privacy and social networking 
• banned books 
• dealing with challenges from organizations (as opposed to individuals) 

Margie’s director could describe their experience with And Tango Makes Three. Mary will 
consider what structure might work best for the banned books program. Monica will look into 
having a banned/challenged author speak. (This might then need to be a standalone program!) 
Other ideas that had been suggested were Maryland laws regarding porn/obscenity, and religious 
groups wanting to use library meeting rooms. 
 
NEXT MEETING:  likely to be in the first or second week of August; location to be 
determined. Stay tuned for Mary’s email. 
 
Monica McAbee 


